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1. Introduction

The World Health Organization estimated that in 2015 approxi-
mately 130–150 million people were living with HCV infection
worldwide, accounting for 1% of the population, and that approxi-
mately 399.000 people die each year from hepatitis C [1]. Numerous
extrahepatic manifestations were attributed or are more frequent
during HCV infection [2–4]. Extrahepatic manifestations occur during
chronic infection or cirrhosis and may result in a wide variety of clinical
manifestations that may aggravate the clinical spectrum of liver infec-
tion or even dominate the clinical picture [4,5]. Studies have revealed
that 38–76% of patients with chronic HCV infection develop at least
one extrahepatic manifestation [2,3] and among these neuropsychiatric
disorders have been reported in series of patients with no signs of overt
hepatic encephalopathy (HE). Studies conducted in the last 20 years
describe changes in the cognitive performance of HCV-infected patients
that emerge long before any evidence of hepatic dysfunction [6–11].
Attention deficits, slowed psychomotor speed, impaired visual con-
struction, scanning and tracking and memory recall have been reported
in some patients. Forton et al. and McAndrews et al. found cerebral
metabolic alterations in HCV patients (increase in choline and reduc-
tion of n-acetyl-aspartate) in brain white matter in patients with no
signs of overt HE [7,10]. However, not all the studies conducted have
detected cognitive abnormalities in HCV patients and some have
questioned this association [12,13].

Patients with cirrhosis or portosystemic shunts who have subtle
cognitive dysfunctions that cannot be detected by standard clinical
examination, but which are evident only during complex tasks perfor-
mance, are considered to have minimal hepatic encephalopathy (MHE).
Prevalence rates of MHE ranges from 30% to 84% in cirrhotic patients
[14]. MHE is characterized by changes in selective attention, informa-
tion processing speed, visual perception, visual construction, fine motor
skills and coordination, while general intelligence and language are
preserved [15].

This study aimed to identify changes in cognitive function and
symptoms of anxiety, depression and hopelessness in treatment-naïve
patients with chronic HCV infection and no signs of overt HE, and to

verify whether there is a relationship between the possible alterations
and viral genotype, viral load and severity of hepatic fibrosis.

2. Methods

Seventy-six adult patients, 40 women and 36 men over 18 years of
age, with chronic HCV infection were referred for neurological eva-
luation from the Division of Infectious and Parasitic Diseases of the
Hospital das Clínicas of the University of São Paulo Medical School (HC-
FMUSP). These patients had no signs or symptoms of overt liver failure
and were antiviral treatment naïve. Patients with positive serological
reactions to acquired immunodeficiency virus (HIV), hepatitis B (HBV)
or syphilis were excluded. All patients signed the Free and Informed
Consent Form, according to the HC-FMUSP Ethics Committee model.

The patients were stratified into age groups with ten-year ranges
and by educational level (illiterate, 1–4 years of education, 5–8 years,
9–11 years and 12 years or more). The patients were compared to a
population of 78 control individuals, comprising 43 women and 35
men. The controls were HCV, HVB, HIV and syphilis-negative subjects
recruited from among companions, spouses, relatives of the study pa-
tients, relatives and caregivers of HCFMUSP patients, and un-
accompanied volunteers for any illness in the institution and all signed
the Free and Informed Consent Form, according to the HCFMUSP Ethics
Committee model. The controls were stratified into age groups and
educational level corresponding to that of the HCV patients.

HCV patients and control subjects were submitted to anamnesis,
clinical examination, neurological examination, brief cognitive eva-
luation and mood, anxiety and hopelessness evaluation. The screening
instruments used for the evaluation were those routinely used in clin-
ical practice and consisted of the following tests:

• Mini-Mental State Examination (MMSE) [16,17].

• Clock Drawing Test (CDT): the scoring methods of Sunderland et al.
(1989) and Shulman (2000) were adopted [18,19].

• Verbal Fluency Test in the semantic category – animals [20].

• Digit Span Test (Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III) in
direct (DO Dig) and inverse order (IO Dig) [21].
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Mood, anxiety and hopelessness were evaluated using the Beck
Depression Inventory, Beck Anxiety Inventory and Beck Hopelessness
Scale (Beck et al., 1961), applied by an accredited psychologist [22].

Liver biopsies were ordered by the Infectious and Parasitic Diseases
Division of HCFMUSP and analyzed by the Anatomical Pathology
Division of the same institution. Fibrosis and inflammation grade in
liver anatomopathological studies performed before October 2010 were
classified according to the 2000 Classification of the Brazilian Society of
Pathology and converted to the METAVIR classification according to
the approximate equivalence conversion table of the Brazilian Society
of Pathology [23]. Only results from liver anatomopathological studies
performed<18 months before the initial study interview were con-
sidered in this study. Control group participants underwent laboratory
analysis for inclusion in the study.

The software used for the data analysis was SPSS 20 (Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences). The tests used were: Chi-square test,
Pearson Correlation (Pearson Correlation), Spearman's rho, logistic re-
gression; descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation); Independent
Samples Mann-Whitney U test; Wilcoxon Signed Rank test and Stepwise
Multiple Regression.

3. Results

A total of 76 patients with chronic HCV infection and 76 control
individuals were included in the study between August 2009 and
November 2016. The demographic characteristics of the study popu-
lation are shown in Table 1. There were no statistically significant
differences between the groups in gender distribution (p = .826), mean
and median age (p = .761) or educational levels (p = .762).

Data on HCV genotypes, fibrosis and inflammation grades found in
the anatomopathological study of the liver, history of drug and/or al-
cohol abuse in the patient group are given in Table 2.

The Mann-Whitney test showed that there were no statistically
significant differences between HCV patients and the control subjects in
the distribution of global scores on the cognitive evaluation tests
(Table 1). The same lack of difference was found when comparing only
subjects with five or more years of education.

Analysis of the MMSE subtests are shown in Table 3. There was a

statistical difference between the groups in memory recall (Pearson X2,
p = .009) and attention and calculation (p = .037), but on the multi-
variate analysis only memory recall differed significantly between pa-
tients and controls (p = .023).

Eighteen patients and 14 controls scored less than was expected for
their schooling in the MMSE. The difference was not significant

Table 1
Demographic characteristics of study participants and cognitive assessment results.

Patients Controls

n= 76 Mean(SD) Min-max Median n = 76 Mean(SD) Min-max Median p

Gender (% women) 52.6 56.6 0.826
Age (years) 50.8 (11.3) 28–77 51 51.1 (12.0) 25–72 52 0.761
Educational level (years) 8.4 (4.0) 0–15 10 8.6 (3.8) 0–15 9 0.762
MMSE 27.7 (2.9) 20–30 29 28 (2.5) 17–30 29 0.758
Semantic VF 17.3 (5.2) 7–33 18 17.8 (6.3) 7–39 17.5 0.959
CDT 8.4 (1.9) 0–10 9 8.2 (1.8) 1–10 8.5 0.281
DO Dig 5.9 (1.3) 3–9 6 6.0 (1.3) 3–9 6 0.394
IO Dig 4.1 (1.3) 0–8 4 4.0 (1.3) 2–7 4 0.464
BDI 11.7 (9.3) 0–40 9 10.6 (9.1) 0–51 8 0.332
BAI 10.3 (10.0) 0–63 8 9.8 (10.0) 0–50 8 0.459
BHS 4.2 (3.9) 0–17 3 3.9 (3.1) 0–15 3 0.803

n: number of subjects.
SD: standard deviation.
Mann-Whitney.
p: p value.
CDT: clock drawing test.
Min-max: minimum-maximum.
DO Dig: digit test in direct order.
MMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination.
BDI: Beck Depression Inventory.
IO Dig: digit test in inverse order.
BHS: Beck Hopelessness Scale.
BAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.

Table 2
Hepatic fibrosis, genotypes and patients background.

Variable n %

Fibrosis grade F0 12 15.8
F1 27 35.5
F2 15 19.7
F3 6 7.9
F4 3 3.9
ND 13 17.1

Inflammation grade A0 1 1.3
A1 26 34.2
A2 26 34.2
A3 10 13.1
NR 13 17.1

HCV genotype 1 58 76.3
2 2 2.6
3 12 15.8
1a/2 1 1.3
5 1 1.3
X 2 2.6

Alcohol use Mild 17 22.4
Moderate 10 13.2
Heavy 4 5.3

Injectable drug abuse 4 5.3
Both 6 7.9
Alcohol use only 13 17.1
Drug abuse only 4 5.3
Both 18 23.7
No information available 4 5.3

n: number of patients.
X: unknown.
F: fibrosis grade (METAVIR).
ND: not done.
A: inflammation grade (METAVIR).
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(p = 426). The consistency analysis showed that more patients than
controls (39% vs 14.5%) fell within the MMSE score range ≤ 23
(Pearson X2, p = 025). However, when adopting education-adjusted
cut-offs for each patient and control, the difference between the groups
was not significant. The mean age of subjects with MMSE scores ≤23
was 54.2 years (SD: 10.6) in the HCV group and 67.7 years (SD: 3.21) in
the control group.

The mean number of words produced on the semantic VF test was
17.3 (SD 5.19) for the HCV patients and 17.8 (SD 6.25) for the control
subjects. Ten patients (13.2%) and nine controls (11.8%) had lower VF
than expected for educational level. The Wilcoxon test showed no sta-
tistical differences on semantic VF between matched samples of patients
and controls (p= .91). The consistency analysis showed that 96.1% of
patients fell within the range of VF≤ 24 versus 86.8% of controls.
Adopting a cut-off value of< 25 words, the difference between patients
and controls was statistically significant (p = .049) even when ad-
justing for educational level.

The scores obtained by the study subjects on the CDR, according to
the Sunderland score criteria, are shown in Table 4. The distribution of
scores was similar between the groups (Mann Whitney, p = .281). The
mean scores obtained by HCV patients and controls are shown in
Table 1. Comparison of patients' performance on the CDT using the
Sunderland and Shulman criteria showed no statistically significant
difference (Mann Whitney, p= .526), and likewise for performance of
controls (Mann Whitney, p = .928). The Wilcoxon test showed no sig-
nificant differences between HCV patients and controls (p = .333) on
the CDT. On the consistency analysis, 34.2% of patients fell within the
range of CDT scores of ≤8 versus 50% of controls, an unexpected in-
consistent result, i.e. controls performed worse on the CDT than pa-
tients. When considering only the results of subjects with more than
four years of education, there were no significant differences in the
distribution of scores between the two groups (Mann Whitney,
p = .052), with the same result seen on the Pearson X2 test (p = .064).

The results of the DO Dig and IO Dig tests are shown in Table 4. The
mean scores obtained by HCV patients and controls are given in
Table 1. Pearson's X2 test also showed no significant difference between
the groups on the DO Dig test (p= .650) and IO Dig test (p= .563). In
sample matching, the Wilcoxon test showed no difference between
patients and controls on the DO Dig test (p = .737) or the IO Dig test
(p = .365).

The levels of depression, anxiety and hopelessness of the study
subjects are given in Table 4. The mean scores obtained by HCV pa-
tients on the evaluation of depressive symptoms (BDI), anxiety symp-
toms and hopelessness symptoms are shown in Table 1. There were no
significant differences between groups regarding depressive (p = .390),

anxiety (p = .185) and hopelessness (p = .666) symptoms. Considering
only patients and controls without depression or with any depression
grade, the differences between groups were also not significant
(p = .137) [Table 4]. A greater proportion of patients than controls had
symptoms of severe to moderate depression (22.4% vs 13.2%), a dif-
ference that did not reach statistical significance (p = .137).

The correlations between the variables studied are in Table 5. BAI
scores correlated with gender (higher for female patients). History of
alcoholism correlated with BAI scores (p < .01), gender (men re-
porting more alcoholism) and history of drug abuse (p < .001). His-
tory of drug abuse correlated with gender (p < .01), affecting more
males than females. HCV genotypes were not correlated with any other
variables. (Table 5).

Table 3
MMSE subtest scores of patients and controls.

Patients Controls Logistic regression Multivariate analysis

Normal Abnormal Normal Abnormal

n n n n p p

Total score 58 18 62 14 0.426 0.736
Temporal orientation 72 4 70 4 0.567 0.493
Attention/calculation 51 25 47 29 0.037* 0.947
Short-term memory 75 1 75 1 1.0 1.0
Recall memory 42 34 56 20 0.009** 0.023*
Pentagons drawing 57 19 61 15 0.436 0.438
Sentence writing 63 13 61 15 0.676 0.677
Verbal command 76 0 73 3 0.8 0.81
Repetition 76 0 75 1 0.316 0.317
Reading 76 0 74 2 0.155 0.156

n: number of participants.
p: p value.
Pearson X2.

Table 4
Performance of HCV patients and controls on cognitive screening and Beck
Inventory.

Patients Controls

n % n %

Performance VF Normal 66 86.8 67 88.2
Low 10 13.2 9 11.8

CDT performance impairment None 51 67.1 39 51.3
Mild 14 18.4 24 31.6
Moderate 9 11.8 12 15.8
Severe 2 2.6 1 1.3

Direct order digit test ≤4 8 10.5 8 10.5
≤3 1 1.3 2 2.6
< 3 0 0,0 0 0

Inverse order digit test ≤3 23 30.3 29 38.2
≤2 5 6.6 8 10.5
< 2 1 1.3 0 0

Depression (BDI) None or minimal 42 55.2 42 55.2
Mild 17 22.4 24 31.6
Moderate 12 15.8 7 9.2
Severe 5 6.6 3 4.0

Anxiety (BAI) None or minimal 46 60.5 54 71.1
Mild 20 26.3 11 14.5
Moderate 8 10.5 6 7.9
Severe 2 2.63 5 6.6

Hopelessness (BHS) None or minimal 52 68.4 53 69.7
Mild 17 22.4 16 21.1
Moderate 4 5.3 6 7.9
Severe 3 4.0 1 1.31

n: number of subjects.
VF: verbal fluency.
BDI: Beck Depression Inventory.
BAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.
BHS: Beck Hopelessness Scale.
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4. Discussion

In our study, 23.7% of the patients had lower than expected MMSE
scores for educational level. McAndrews et al. and Kramer et al. found
lower rates of cognitive impairment of 13% and 16% in patients, re-
spectively, despite using more sophisticated instruments for neu-
ropsychological evaluation [10,24]. The percentage of patients with
cognitive impairment in the present study was lower than the 38%
found by Hilsabeck et al. and 33% by Fontana et al. [9,25]. Mapoure
et al. found an 8.3% prevalence of cognitive impairment in their study
[26].

The significant difference in memory recall agrees with results of
Mapoure et al. who also found memory recall deficits and with
Quarantini et al., who observed more visual memory recall impairment
in HCV patients than in HBV patients [26,27].

In our patients, altered recall memory did not correlate with hepatic

fibrosis or HCV genotype, in line with previous research [7,8,11].
Dirks et al. observed that HCV patients had worse performance than

controls and HBV patients on attention and working memory tasks.
Figure recognition was impaired in patients with HCV infection [28].

Cordoba et al. evaluated 120 HCV patients (40 without cirrhosis, 40
with compensated cirrhosis (without prior decompensation), and 40
with cirrhosis with previous decompensations) and found no differ-
ences on the cognitive assessment of HCV patients without cirrhosis and
patients with compensated cirrhosis [12]. Abrantes et al. used very
strict inclusion criteria in their study and found no differences between
HCV patients and controls on any of the tests in the extensive battery of
neuropsychological tests applied [13].

Of the 31 patients who had some level of memory recall deficit, only
5 (16.1%) had high grade hepatic fibrosis. However, of the 9 patients
with advanced fibrosis, 5 (55.6%) had some impairment in memory
recall. The possibility that the memory recall difference between the
groups may have been due to MHE cannot be ruled out, where con-
firmation would require ammonia blood level measurements.

Minimal hepatic encephalopathy (MHE) is detected in clinically
asymptomatic patients through psychometric tests and appropriate
neurophysiological methods. MHE is clinically relevant as it affects
quality of life, work performance, the ability to drive, as well as being a
risk factor for falls and overt hepatic encephalopathy in patients with
chronic liver disease [15,29]. The transition between the stages of liver
disease and cognitive impairment is gradual and the exact demarcation
of the onset of MHE is difficult [29]. As was shown by Giménez-Garzó
et al., patients with liver cirrhosis of different etiologies that do not
have MHE on the Psychometric Hepatic Encephalopathy Score, that is,
patients classified as “without MHE,” have some neurological altera-
tions that are not detected by this scale, which is considered the “gold
standard” for MHE [30].

Studies support the notion of an interaction between hyper-
ammonemia and inflammation in neurological changes in MHE [31].
Hyperammonemia induces neuroinflammation, which plays an im-
portant role in neurological impairment in MHE. In addition, serum
levels of proinflammatory cytokines, IL-6 and IL-18 correlate with the
presence of MHE. Several proinflammatory cytokines appear to be ac-
tivated in chronic HCV infection [32]. Evidence for a direct role of
peripheral proinflammatory cytokines in determining impairment of
cognitive function was obtained from animal models. The increase in
peripheral IL-1 and IL-6 appears to correlate with increased levels of the
same cytokines in the prefrontal cortex and hippocampus [32].

García-García et al. found that cirrhotic patients (both with and
without MHE) had reduced hippocampal fimbria volume compared to
controls, besides lower functional connectivity of the pre-subiculum
and pre-cuneus bilaterally, which correlated with cognitive and
memory impairment [31].

Although mild cognitive impairments observed in HCV infection are
not progressive, such as in HIV-associated dementia, it has been sug-
gested that they may result from brain immune activation, possibly as a
result of HCV infection of the CNS [7].

Brain SPECT studies by Weissenborn et al. imply alterations in
monoaminergic neurotransmission in the pathophysiology of HCV-as-
sociated brain dysfunction, with 50–60% of the HCV exposed patients
showing significant reductions in serotonin transporter (SERT) binding
in the hypothalamus and midbrain and the dopamine transporter (DAT)
in the striatum [8].

In this study, 44.7% of the patients had depressive symptoms, in
agreement with other reports in the literature [33,34]. Depression is
considered one of the most frequent extra-hepatic manifestations of
chronic HCV infection where one-third or more of those infected with
HCV have depression, often undiagnosed [24]. The same proportion of
depressive symptoms found in patients and controls is perhaps due to
the recruiting of the control subjects from a group with similar socio-
economic status. A review of neuropsychiatric symptoms commonly
associated with HCV infection by Cruz Neves et al. showed that major

Table 5
Correlations between the variables found in HCV patients.

Variable Variable coefficient p

Educational level MMSE 0,533 <0,01
Educational level Sem VF 0,391 <0,01
Educational level CDT 0,471 <0,01
Educational level IO Dig 0,413 <0,01
MMSE Sem VF 0,434 <0,01
MMSE CDT 0,584 <0,01
MMSE IO dig 0,424 <0,01
CDT IO dig 0,394 <0,01
DO dig Sem VF 0,331 <0,01
DO dig IO dig 0,639 <0,01
IO dig Sem VF 0,471 <0,01
IO dig DO dig 0,639 <0,01
BDI BAI 0,504 <0,01
BDI BHS 0,493 <0,01
BAI BHS 0,320 <0,01
Fibrosis grade Inflamation grade 0,593 <0,01
Fibrosis grade Age 0,349 <0,01
Alcoholism Drug abuse 0,380 <0,01
Educational level DO dig 0,292 <0,05
MMSE DO dig 0,233 <0,05
CDT Sem VF 0,256 <0,05
BDI Age 0,247 <0,05
Alcoholism Gender 0,386 <0,01
Drug abuse Gender 0,450 <0,01
DO dig Fibrosis grade 0,326 <0,05
Gênero BAI −0,313 <0,01
Idade Sem VF −0,348 <0,01
Educational level Age −0,450 <0,01
Educational level BDI −0,357 <0,01
Alcoholism BAI 0,313 < 0,01
Age MMSE −0,260 <0,05
MMSE BDI −0,282 <0,05
MMSE BHS −0,23 <0,05
Sem VF BDI −0,248 <0,05
CDT Age −0,256 <0,05
CDT BDI −0,241 <0,05
IO dig BDI −0,235 <0,05
BDI Sem VF −0,248 <0,05
BDI IO dig −0,235 <0,05
Viral load Fibrosis grade −0,291§ <0,05

Coefficient: Pearson's coefficient correlation.
MMSE: Minimental State Examination.
Sem VF: seemantic verbal fluency.
BDI: Beck Depression Inventory.
CDT: clock drawing test.
BAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.
DO dig: direct order digit test.
BHS: Beck Hopelessness Scale.
IO dig: indirect order digit test.
Fibrosis grade: hepatic fibrosis grade (METAVIR).
Inflamation grade: hepatic inflamation grade (METAVIR).
§: Spearman's rho coefficient.
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depression was related to the perception of the disease, functional
disability, low quality of life, severe fatigue, and to the presence of
active psychiatric comorbidity [34]. These authors found that all the
studies analyzed in their review systematically reported an increase in
the prevalence of major depression in HCV patients (affecting 5.7–45%
of patients), except for the study by Johnson et al. [35].

The pathogenesis of symptoms of neuropsychiatric disorders related
to chronic HCV infection is poorly understood and it has yet to be de-
termined whether the occurrence of depression is a risk factor or a
consequence of the infection. Patients with depression may have a
higher incidence of HCV infection. A large contingent of intravenous
drug users are HCV infected, many of whom have clinical depression
[35]. On the other hand, depression may be a reactive phenomenon to
the diagnosis and concerns about health and disease evolution or may
be secondary to symptoms such as fatigue and cognitive impairment
[7,8]. Some authors have also hypothesized that a biological effect of
the HCV infection may underlie the depression [8].

As the presence of major depression may lead to impairment in
executive functions, most studies assessing cognitive impairment in
patients with hepatitis C exclude individuals with depression. However,
as stated by some authors, the high rates of depression reported in HCV
patients may be a neuropsychiatric manifestation resulting from the
direct or indirect action of the virus on the brain. Therefore, exclusion
of these patients may result in selection bias, since only patients with
fewer cognitive manifestations of HCV infection would be evaluated
[7,8,13]. In the present study, patients with depression were not ex-
cluded from the comparison of cognitive screening results. This fact,
however, did not influence results, since the proportion of patients and
controls reporting depressive, anxious and hopeless symptoms was the
same in both groups.

We found no significant difference in the proportion of patients with
depressive symptoms among individuals who had a history of recrea-
tional drugs use compared to those who did not. A history of alcoholism
or both conditions also did not seem to influence cognitive test results.

This study has several limitations. The relatively small size of the
groups limits the statistical power of the study. The examiners were
aware of the serological status of the participants. Participants with a
history of alcohol and drug use were not excluded, although we did not
find differences between those who had and had no history of alcohol
abuse and illicit drugs in Beck's inventory scores and cognitive assess-
ment.

The tests used for cognitive screening, very useful in clinical prac-
tice, lack the sensitivity of the most complete neuropsychological bat-
teries and this may lead to an underestimation of the real burden on the
cognition represented by chronic HCV infection.

The control group consisted mainly of relatives, spouses or relatives
of non-HCV patients from the same institution. This fact may be posi-
tive since the participants have a similar social history, which may
explain, at least in part, the lack of difference between groups in rela-
tion to the Beck Inventory scores.

A positive aspect of this study is that patients and controls were
evaluated by the same neurologist and the same psychologist and added
some data to the understanding of the burden of hepatitis C virus in-
fection.

In summary, the cognitive deficits of patients with chronic hepatitis
C without signs of encephalopathy, despite advanced liver fibrosis,
were subtle and present only in some individuals with HCV infection. In
others, the disease proves a truly asymptomatic condition. These
symptoms likely stem from a complex interaction between viral and
host genetic factors and external stressor events. Further studies using
comprehensive neuropsychological and neuropsychiatric evaluations,
focusing on memory (delayed recall), attention and depressive symp-
toms will lead to a better understanding of this complex interaction.

5. Conclusions

No statistical differences in total scores on the cognitive evaluation
tests were found between HCV patients and control subjects. Memory
recall differed significantly between the groups and was not due to
depression, educational level, age or presence of comorbidities, such as
history of alcoholism or drug abuse. No differences were observed be-
tween patients and controls for symptoms of depression, anxiety or
hopelessness. A negative correlation was found between viral load and
liver fibrosis grade and between fibrosis grade and the performance in
the direct order digit test. Viral load and HCV genotypes were not as-
sociated with any other variables studied.
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